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1. Second grade language book on the content of the total
review period. including 34 lessons. literacy 1 to 8 and 8 literacy
Language Corner content. Specific requirements are: First.
review the Hanyu Pinyin. accurate spelling syllables. correct
writing consonants. vowels and syllables. the initial master
capital letters. Second. to recognize Chinese characters with
Pinyin. Initial search can sequencer law and radical word search
word law dictionary. Third. review. and learn to read after
school is confirmed. Vocabulary table (a) in 450 words. to
master the vocabulary table (B) in 350 words. so that will read.
write. will be used. Fourth. review and master the basic strokes
of Chinese characters commonly used radicals. Can be used for
the radical. the radical increases and other methods
memorizing Chinese characters. the ability to develop
independently of literacy. Initially to develop correct writing
posture and good writing habits. basically writing specifications.
correct. clean five in review Analysis of the vocabulary words in
form. homophone. can use some vocabulary of words spoken or
written. Sixth. to...
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the
future. Your way of life period will be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner-- Sha yne O 'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just
quickly could get a delight of looking at a composed book.
-- Ca den B uckr idg e-- Ca den B uckr idg e
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